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Non-Technical Summary 
 

 
This report concludes that the Maidenhead Town Centre Area Action Plan 
Development Plan Document provides an appropriate basis for the planning of the 
area over the next 15 years.  The Council has sufficient evidence to support the 
strategy and can show that it has a reasonable chance of being delivered.  
 
Two changes are needed to meet legal and statutory requirements.  These can be 
summarised as follows:    
 

• the amendment of the tall buildings policy to provide more support for the 
replacement of an existing tall building by another tall building, subject to  
the criteria in policy MTC 6 being met; and  

• the introduction of more flexibility into policy OA 6 (Stafferton Way) 
through the relaxation of some of the development requirements for the 
area to the north of the road.   

 
The changes recommended in this report are based on proposals which emerged 
in response to points raised or suggestions discussed during the examination.  
They are required to improve flexibility and thus strengthen the likelihood of 
delivery.  This will ensure that the document will be effective.  The changes do 
not alter the thrust of the Council’s overall strategy.   
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Introduction  
1. This report contains my assessment of the Maidenhead Town Centre Area 

Action Plan Development Plan Document (DPD) in terms of Section 20(5) of 
the Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.  It considers whether the DPD 
is compliant in legal terms and whether it is sound.  Planning Policy Statement 
(PPS) 12, paragraphs 4.51-4.52, makes clear that to be sound, a DPD should 
be justified, effective and consistent with national policy.  

2. The starting point for the examination is the assumption that the local 
authority has submitted what it considers to be a sound plan.  The basis for 
the examination is the Submission Document dated October 2010. 

3. This report deals with the changes that are needed to make the Area Action 
Plan (AAP) sound.  Only two such changes are needed and these are identified 
in bold in the report as Inspector Recommended Changes (IC) with the 
detailed recommendations set out in Appendix B.  None of these changes 
materially alter the substance of the plan and its policies, or undermine the 
Sustainability Appraisal (SA) and participatory processes undertaken.  

4.   The Council has prepared a Schedule of Suggested Minor Changes which 
includes a small number of changes it agreed during the course of the 
hearings.  These changes correct minor errors, add clarity or improve 
consistency and do not relate to soundness.  They are generally not referred 
to in this report although I endorse the Council’s view that they improve the 
plan.  They are set out in Appendix A.  The Council may make any additional 
minor changes to page, figure, paragraph numbering and to correct any 
spelling errors, as appropriate, prior to adoption.  A significant number of 
changes to the supporting text have been suggested by interested parties but 
I am satisfied that the Council has responded appropriately and that other 
than those changes that I recommend and those listed in the Schedule, no 
further amendments to the supporting text are required. 

5. Shortly before the hearing sessions a Ministerial Statement (MS) was 
published entitled ‘Planning for Growth’.  All those who submitted a 
representation were offered the opportunity to respond with regard to the 
implications of the MS on the contents of the Area Action Plan (AAP).  I have 
read those submissions and the response of the Council but do not consider 
that they justify recommending any changes to the current proactive approach 
of the Council (as embodied in the AAP) towards the growth and regeneration 
of Maidenhead town centre.  I have attached significant weight to the need to 
secure economic growth and employment. 

6. The Government is committed to abolishing the South East Plan but it 
currently remains part of the Development Plan.  Maidenhead is identified as a 
secondary regional centre and a sub-regional hub and as such is a focus for 
economic growth.  This approach is reflected in the AAP which is therefore in 
general conformity with the Regional Strategy.  I have also taken into account 
the fact that the Government Office for the South East supported the AAP and 
had no objection to it being prepared in advance of the Core Strategy. 
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7. During the hearing sessions there was some confusion regarding the provision 
of transport infrastructure.  The Council subsequently prepared a ‘Planning 
Obligations and Transport Infrastructure Note’ which sets out the Council’s 
approach to the matter.  Comments on the Note were requested and I have 
taken into account all the representations received.   

8. Initially the Highways Agency (HA) expressed the view that the level of 
development proposed in the town centre may have an adverse impact on the 
strategic road network.  During the course of the examination those concerns 
were addressed by the Council and consequently the HA is satisfied that there 
are no outstanding issues relating to ‘Movement’ that threaten the soundness 
of the AAP and I agree. 

9. Concern was expressed regarding the public consultation that was undertaken 
by the Council.  However, the requirements of the Statement of Community 
Involvement have been met and the level and nature of the consultation 
undertaken was appropriate.  The contribution made by the independent 
group – the Partnership for the Rejuvenation of Maidenhead, has strengthened 
the process and it is clear that the principles set out in the AAP have public 
support. 

 

Assessment of Soundness  
Main Issues 

10. Taking into account all the representations, written evidence and the 
discussions that took place at the examination hearings there are five main 
issues upon which the soundness of the AAP depends: 

• is the quantum of proposed retail, office and residential uses 
appropriate and justified;  

• are the identified Opportunity Areas (OA) the most appropriate 
locations to accommodate that growth; 

• are the policies in relation to tall buildings and gateways 
appropriate;  

• are the accessibility and environmental improvements proposed, and 
in particular the waterways policy, justified and achievable; and 

• can the proposals be satisfactorily delivered? 

 

Issue 1 - Quantum of Development 

Preamble  

11. The AAP has been prepared before the Core Strategy and there is 
consequently no Borough wide framework from which the quantum of 
development can be derived.  However, the Council relies on a wide range of 
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detailed evidence including a Retail Capacity Study (Nov 2009), an 
Employment Land Review (ELR -Sept 2009), a Strategic Housing Land 
Availability Assessment (SHLAA - Dec 2010), a Strategic Flood Risk 
Assessment and Capacity Studies for each of the OAs.  These provide a robust 
and solid foundation for the AAP.  It is clear that the town centre would benefit 
significantly from regeneration measures and bearing in mind the need to 
promote sustainable growth, there is sufficient justification for preparing this 
AAP in advance of any Borough wide strategy. 

12. It was suggested that the inclusion of indicative floor space and dwelling 
figures in the policies was too inflexible and that the quantum of development 
should only be referred to in the supporting text.  PPS 12: Local Spatial 
Planning1 advises that AAPs should identify the distribution of uses and their 
inter-relationships, including specific site allocations.  In order to provide an 
appropriate balance between flexibility and certainty and to ensure that the 
document is effective, the inclusion of indicative figures in the policies is 
acceptable.  For the avoidance of doubt my consideration of the amount of 
development proposed has included an assessment of the consequent 
densities. 

13. There is evidence of consultation between the Borough and neighbouring 
Councils and so far as they are relevant, cross boundary effects have been 
taken into account in the preparation of the AAP.  There is no substantive 
evidence that the AAP proposals would have a significantly harmful effect on 
adjoining areas.  It is reasonable to conclude that, bearing in mind the 
circumstances, the AAP has paid proper regard to the wider planning context. 

Retail  

14. The proposed retail provision, which would be largely comparison floor space, 
would be located in the town centre and thus accord with the sequential 
approach set out in PPS 4: Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth.  The 
quantity of proposed floor space stems from the Windsor and Maidenhead 
Retail Capacity update of 2009.  The Council’s overall approach is based on 
sound evidence. 

15. The AAP only allocates retail floor space to meet needs up to 2016 but 
indicates that additional capacity of about 14,000 sqm may be required for 
2016-2026.  In other circumstances the allocation of further land to meet 
needs up to 2026 may have been appropriate but the Council argues that 
there are too many unknown factors, including the implications of the Kings 
Triangle Scheme (a significant proposal for retail, residential and office 
development on Opportunity Area 1 (OA 1) - for which a Development 
Agreement has recently been signed and a planning application is expected 
this year).  In these circumstances the Council’s approach is satisfactory 
because the Annual Monitoring Report (AMR), an analysis of the Kings Triangle 
Scheme and a review of other retail information (including an assessment of 
any potential consequences for the town as a result of Crossrail) would ensure 
that an accurate assessment of the retail floor space requirement for 2016-
2026 could be undertaken and further land allocations considered at that time.  
The Council confirmed that it would undertake these monitoring measures.   

                                       
1 Paragraph 5.6 
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16. I turn now to the potential relocation of the Farmers’ Market to the High 
Street.  This is not a specific requirement of the AAP and other opportunities 
for its relocation may exist, for example to the proposed public square referred 
to in policy OA 3.  At this stage it would be inappropriate to draw firm 
conclusions with regard to the relocation of the Farmers’ Market because 
alternative scenarios exist.  It would be the function of a more detailed 
Planning Brief for OA 3, to establish in what way the needs of the market 
should be met.  PPS 4 advises that markets should be retained and enhanced 
and remain attractive and competitive (policy EC4).  There is no reason to 
doubt that the Council will heed this advice when giving detailed consideration 
to development in OA 3 and the consequences for the Farmers’ Market. 

17. Policy MTC 7 includes advice regarding frontages2 and it is clear that uses 
other than A1 (shops) would be permitted in a primary frontage provided the 
criteria in the policy are met.  PPS 4 states that primary frontages are likely to 
include a high proportion of retail uses and the Council’s policy will assist in 
meeting that objective, whilst providing sufficient flexibility to accommodate 
other uses in the primary frontage where appropriate.  The Council’s approach 
to uses in the secondary frontages is sufficiently clear and it is stated that 
more guidance will be contained within a forthcoming Supplementary Planning 
Document. 

Offices 

18. The ELR provides the foundation for the office floor space figures proposed in 
the AAP and their justification and effectiveness are satisfactory.  It was stated 
by the Council that the figures may be generous bearing in mind changes to 
office occupation densities but any unforeseen changes in circumstances such 
as this can be monitored and taken into account during the preparation of 
more detailed proposals.  There is sufficient flexibility within both the 
document and the monitoring procedures to accommodate such changes.  
Without the benefit of a Core Strategy the Council has adopted a realistic and 
appropriate approach towards the provision of office floor space.   

Housing 

19. It is estimated that about 800 new dwellings would be accommodated in the 
town centre.  The figure is based on evidence contained in the SHLAA, the 
Opportunity Area Capacity Studies and the High Level Viability Appraisal 
Report.   

20. No conclusive evidence was submitted to the Examination to demonstrate that 
the figure is not achievable.  It is clear from the policies that the figures are 
indicative only and this level of flexibility is appropriate.  The numbers may be 
refined in the Planning Briefs, where they are prepared for the OAs, and it is at 
this more detailed stage that more precise levels of housing provision and type 
can be identified.  The provision of residential accommodation in a sustainable 
location such as the town centre will add vitality to the area and is likely to act 
as a significant key to unlocking the area’s potential for growth.  The Council’s 
approach is sound. 

 
                                       
2 See also Retail Frontages Background Paper 2010 
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Issue 1: Conclusion 

21. In overall terms the quantum of retail, office and residential uses proposed 
has been satisfactorily justified through robust and credible evidence and is 
consistent with national policy.  The Council’s approach to ‘Economy’ and 
‘People’ as set out in policies MTC 7 to MTC 13 is sound. 

 

Issue 2 - The Opportunity Areas 

22. The designation of the six OAs was based on a comprehensive analysis of a 
wide range of town centre components and stemmed from consultation on the 
discussion draft entitled Maidenhead Town Centre: Towards 2026, a Plan for 
Partnership Action (Jan 2007); information in the Plan for Partnership Action: 
The Framework Plan (Dec 2007); the Vision for Maidenhead Town Centre 
(2009) and the Baseline Analysis (2010).  

23. The ability to identify a significant number of alternative OAs for consideration 
is restricted by the relatively small geographical area to which the AAP applies.  
Nevertheless it is clear that a number of potential areas for change and 
alternative boundary options were discussed with stakeholders and that 
opportunities were available for interested parties to put forward other areas 
and land uses3.  There is no substantive evidence to demonstrate that the 
Council’s process of identifying the OAs was significantly flawed or that it 
wasn’t based on robust and specific evidence. 

24. All of the OA policies include indicative floor space figures and, with the 
exception of OA 6 (which does not include a residential element), dwelling 
numbers.  Although only indicative such detail is appropriate in order that 
prospective developers and other interested parties are aware of the Council’s 
aspirations for the OAs and also to aid the monitoring of the AAP.  The 
requirements for each OA are clear and are in general based on a robust 
evidence base which includes the OA Capacity Studies, the ELR, the SHLAA, 
the Sustainability Appraisal (SA), the Maidenhead Town Centre Facilities 
Report and the Traffic Infrastructure Improvements Report.  Following 
consultation with service providers the Infrastructure Delivery Report (IDR) 
was published and this sets out the infrastructure required and the means of 
delivery. 

25. The AAP establishes the framework for development within each OA but 
overall it is not unduly prescriptive and it is anticipated that, where 
appropriate, Planning Briefs will be prepared which will set out specific 
requirements in more detail.  Appendix F of the AAP, under ‘Principal 
Implementation Routes’, indicates that supplementary policy may be prepared 
for all the OAs.  This level of flexibility will enable the Council to adapt to 
changing circumstances, particularly in the economy, thus ensuring that the 
regeneration and growth of the town centre will not be unduly impeded. 

26. The OAs at Broadway (OA 1), West Street (OA 2), York Road (OA 3), Railway 
Station (OA 4) and High Street East / York Stream (OA 5) are based on 

                                       
3 For example in response to Maidenhead Town Centre Preferred Options document (Jan 
2010) 
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appropriate evidence, reflect the most appropriate strategy for the area and 
are all effective.  They are consistent with national policy.  Alternative land 
uses have been suggested, for example a hotel in OA 4, but there is no 
substantive evidence to demonstrate that the Council’s approach to land use 
allocations in these OAs is not sound.   

27. Concern was expressed regarding the consequences of redevelopment in OA 1 
for the existing servicing of the Nicholson Centre and a number of nearby 
properties.  However, it is more appropriate that such issues are addressed 
when the details of the adjacent scheme at Kings Triangle (within OA 1) are 
being considered.  The Council is aware of the implications should it be 
proposed to change the current servicing arrangements4 but to require the 
retention of the existing unrestricted access to the service deck at this early 
stage would be unduly prescriptive and may restrict the options for 
consideration. 

OA 6: Stafferton Way   

28. With regard to OA 6: Stafferton Way the proposals to the south of the road are 
sound although development proposals for this part of the OA should 
recognise that there may be the opportunity in the future to incorporate land 
which is currently outside the AAP boundary (the former sewage treatment 
works) into a comprehensive scheme.  However, although the Council is 
proposing a number of minor changes, significant questions remain over the 
viability of the proposals for the north of Stafferton Way. 

29. The Council’s Viability Appraisal5 states that the proposed multi-storey car 
park has not been taken into account and there is no reference to the potential 
implications of the presence of the large electricity substation.  The Appraisal 
indicates that of all the OA schemes the Stafferton Way proposal is the least 
viable.  Nevertheless it is a development area which is supported by several 
interested parties and it incorporates an identified Gateway to the town.  
There is sufficient justification to seek the improvement of this area and to 
retain this OA in the AAP. 

30. However, the constraints imposed by the AAP on land to the north of 
Stafferton Way, in terms of office floor space, size of multi-storey car park and 
height of buildings (4 storey) do not provide the flexibility required to improve 
viability.  Consequently the delivery of the development may be at risk. 

31. In my consideration of this part of OA 6 I have taken particular account of the 
following: 

• that although the Council confirmed that 9,000 sqm is an indicative 
figure, it is clear that up to 15,000 sqm was considered and consulted 
on in January 20106 and was subject to the Draft Sustainability 
Appraisal dated January 2010; 

• the area falls within a Gateway designation and should include a 

                                       
4 Paragraph 5.24 of Broadway/King Street/Queen Street Triangle Planning Brief (2008) 
5 Opportunity Area Capacity Study: High Level Viability Appraisals (Revised Feb 2011) 
6 Maidenhead Town Centre Preferred Options document (Jan 2010) 
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landmark building7; 

• that about 20m is the threshold beyond which a building is defined as 
tall8; and 

• that a more detailed analysis of the relationship between the existing 
multi-storey car park, the electricity sub-station and any proposed 
redevelopment may be beneficial in order to more accurately assess 
viability.  A consequence of this would be that the level of public car 
parking that the site could satisfactorily accommodate could be more 
accurately assessed. 

32. In order to ensure the effectiveness of this element of the AAP it is appropriate 
that the potential for a higher amount of office floor space be specifically set 
out.  This can best be achieved by establishing a range of floor space of 
between 9,000 and 15,000 sqm.  Floor space provision in other policies is not 
expressed as a range but as an indicative figure, however, the circumstances 
at Stafferton Way (north) are such that a wider level of flexibility is justified.    

33. In order to accommodate a higher level of office provision than currently 
anticipated by the Council and to enable the other site constraints to be taken 
into account the reference to four storeys in paragraph 7.90 should be 
deleted.  Although a tall building (as defined by the Council) would not be 
appropriate in a location such as this, it would be reasonable to allow an 
appropriately designed building of up to 20m high (6 storeys), which could 
contribute significantly to the enhancement of this Gateway.   

34. With regard to public parking provision there is currently spare capacity in the 
town centre of about 1,000 spaces9. The Council considers that it is 
appropriate to provide additional long-stay parking, particularly in relation to 
the railway station which will become the western terminus of Crossrail and 
the Stafferton Way OA Study concludes that a car park of 500 spaces could be 
accommodated on part of the area.  However, the SA (which acknowledges 
the need to promote sustainable means of transport) concludes that a multi-
storey car park could have a negative effect10 by encouraging more cars into 
the town centre thereby adding to air and noise pollution and carbon 
emissions. 

35. The IDR (page 46) refers to the multi storey car park replacing spaces from 
the railway station, plus additional provision but whilst there may be a need 
for more parking in order to maintain and improve the vitality and viability of 
the town centre no conclusive evidence was presented to demonstrate that 
500 spaces is the appropriate amount.     

36. Taking all these matters into consideration, and the fact that OA 6 has not 
been subject to the same amount of scrutiny as the other OAs, it is reasonable 
to conclude that the reference in the policy to 500 spaces should be deleted in 
order to provide more flexibility.  Precise numbers can be addressed and 
properly justified during the preparation of a Planning Brief and/or a detailed 

                                       
7 Paragraph 3.38 of AAP 
8 Paragraph 3.40 of AAP 
9  Car Parking in Maidenhead Town Centre – para 4.6 (2011) 
10  Table 23 
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scheme for the area.   

37. The relaxation of the requirements for this part of the OA would widen the 
scope for improving viability.  In terms of the town centre as a whole this 
relaxation could result in an increase in office floor space, above that already 
being proposed, of up to about 8% and there is no reason to suppose that 
such an increase would have a significant impact on highways or on any other 
matters, for example in respect of flood risk, or that any impact could not be 
appropriately overcome.  These changes would provide the flexibility required 
to ensure that the Council’s aspirations with regard to OA 6 can be met, 
without detriment to the overall vision for the town centre.  They would also 
be in accord with the Government’s aspirations for growth and I recommend 
them accordingly (IC1).   

38. Concern was expressed regarding the relationship between the OAs and the 
potential for development on sites in the town centre outside these 
designations.  It is right that the focus should be on the OAs because they 
have been identified as the key locations for redevelopment, which will in turn 
provide the impetus for regeneration and growth elsewhere in the town 
centre.  However, policies MTC 10 (offices) and MTC 12 (housing) do not 
restrict such development only to the OAs and this is confirmed in the 
Council’s proposed minor changes to the supporting text (C4.1 (EIP) and C4.2 
(EIP)).  It can be concluded that, where appropriate, sites outside the OAs will 
be able to contribute to the economic growth of the town centre. 

Issue 2: Conclusion  

39. With regard to issue 2 it is clear that the Council are keen to promote growth 
and the identification of the OAs provides an appropriate framework through 
which the ambitions of the Council can be realised.  Although the focus will be 
on the OAs it is clear that appropriate opportunities for growth elsewhere in 
the town centre would be supported by the Council.  With the inclusion of the 
proposed changes, Policies OA 1 to OA 6 are justified, effective and consistent 
with national policy. 

      

Issue 3 - Tall Buildings 

Proposed Tall Buildings Areas (TBA) and Height Restrictions 

40. The Council has identified two TBAs and these designations are based on the 
Tall Buildings Appraisal undertaken in 2010 which was prepared using the 
methodology set out in the ‘Guidance on Tall Buildings’ published by English 
Heritage/CABE in 2007.  The conclusions are based on a robust analysis of the 
town centre and it is clear that areas or features of particular sensitivity have 
been avoided. 

41. The two TBAs could be described as peripheral but nevertheless they would 
perform a clear visual function, particularly at the railway station.  It is also 
clear that these are broad areas for the location of new tall buildings and it is 
not proposed that all buildings within these areas will be tall.  Any proposal for 
a tall building would have to meet all the criteria in policy MTC 6, so for 
example wider views, topography and the context of the site would all be 
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taken into account. 

42. There was concern that there is insufficient justification for excluding new tall 
buildings from other parts of the town centre, for example in OA 5.  However, 
the Council’s identification of the TBAs is robust, credible and proportionate 
and a relaxation of the Council’s approach is not required to make the AAP 
sound.  Sites outside the TBAs could still accommodate appropriate higher 
density development and there is no reason to doubt that the indicative 
proposals in OA 5 could not be satisfactorily delivered.   

43. It was suggested that the tall buildings policy should be deleted.  However, 
the deletion or significant relaxation of the policy would not accord with 
current advice and may lead to speculative planning applications which could 
be to the detriment of the overall strategy for the town centre and contrary to 
the advice on design and sustainability in PPS 1: Delivering Sustainable 
Development. 

44. With regard to the height of tall buildings, policy MTC 6 does not stipulate a 
specific height limit but criterion (c) would require a proposed tall building to 
be suited to its context in terms of height.  The supporting text to the policy 
indicates that such a building should not exceed approximately 12 storeys (my 
underlining).  This is not a rigid definition and although height is a 
consideration of the policy the Council’s approach is not unduly prescriptive. 

Existing Tall Buildings 

45. There are three existing tall buildings at Berkshire House, Costain House and 
Nicholsons House, which are unattractive, of poor quality and detract from the 
town’s image.  The redevelopment of these three buildings is encouraged but 
the Council advises that their replacement by another tall building may not be 
justified.  With regard to Berkshire House the Council is particularly concerned 
about the relationship between the site and the Town Centre Conservation 
Area. 

46. The Council is keen to see the replacement of these buildings and I agree that 
in order to improve the appearance of the town centre this is an important 
objective.  However, the requirement for a lower building could be an 
impediment to the redevelopment of these sites particularly as it was stated 
that in terms of economics the replacement of a tall building by a smaller 
building may not be viable.  A restrictive approach to the redevelopment of 
these sites incurs the risk that these elements of poor quality will remain and 
continue to detract from the appearance of the town centre. 

47. The AAP does not categorically dismiss the possibility that any of these three 
buildings could be replaced by one of the same height and the Tall Buildings 
Appraisal (under ‘recommended approach’) on page 19 refers to the option of 
refurbishment.  Similarly policy MTC 7 of the Preferred Options document 
refers to the possibility of significantly improving the external façade of the 
existing tall buildings.   

48. The Council is concerned about the effect that a tall replacement building 
would have on the Town Centre Conservation Area and its setting but the 
criteria in policy MTC 6 provide a comprehensive framework against which to 
assess such proposals and in particular criterion (c) refers to context and 
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relationship to neighbouring development.  This approach is reinforced by 
saved policy CA2 of the Local Plan11 which requires any development to 
“enhance or preserve the character or appearance” of conservation areas.  
Additional advice on evaluating proposals for tall buildings is included in the 
AAP and any such proposals would be subject to rigorous scrutiny, for example 
by the Design Review Panel12, and quite rightly have to meet some very 
demanding criteria.  There is no reason to conclude that the Council does not 
have sufficient ammunition to ensure that a proposal for an inappropriate 
replacement tall building would not succeed. 

49. With the emphasis on growth it is right that the potential for the existing tall 
buildings to continue to contribute to the economic well being of the town 
should be encouraged.  Such potential should not be put at risk by policies 
which may prevent the successful redevelopment of these three sites.  

50. In order to ensure that appropriate consideration can be given to the 
replacement of the three existing tall buildings by new tall buildings (thereby 
improving the viability of such a proposal whilst achieving the Council’s 
objective of securing their redevelopment) it is recommended that Policy     
MTC 6 and its supporting text be amended to reflect this more flexible 
approach (IC2). 

Gateways 

51. The perception of what constitutes a gateway will to some extent be 
dependent on how the town centre is seen to function.  However, the 
justification for the designations as set out in the Tall Buildings Appraisal is 
robust and credible.  Gateways perform an important function in identifying 
the main entrance points to the town centre and as such justify specific advice 
in addition to that set out in the Quality Design policy MTC 4. 

Issue 3: Conclusion   

52. The Council’s approach to the identification and development of Gateways is 
sound.  With regard to tall buildings a more flexible approach towards the 
redevelopment of existing tall buildings is required to improve viability and to 
ensure that the Council’s aspirations for the town centre are fully realised.  
Subject to the recommended changes I am satisfied that policies MTC 5 and 
MTC 6 satisfy the criteria for soundness as set out in PPS12. 

 

Issue 4 – The Waterways Policy (MTC 3), Accessibility and other 
Environmental Improvements   

53. Although outside the AAP boundary the River Thames is an important feature 
of Maidenhead and Places Objective 3 seeks to strengthen the links between 
the town and the river.  Two side channels flow through the town centre (York 
Stream and Moor Cut) but there is potential to improve the contribution which 
they make to the quality of the area in terms of appearance, wildlife and 
leisure.  This is reflected in policy MTC 3 which encourages their improvement. 

                                       
11 The Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead Local Plan (adopted 2003) 
12 Independent local professional group 
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54. The Maidenhead Waterway Project is an ambitious scheme for improving these 
corridors and would contribute significantly to improving the vitality and 
attractiveness of the town centre.  Concern was expressed regarding, for 
example, costs, navigational rights, flood risk and implementation.  However, 
specific plans have not been published and these are largely matters for 
consideration at the detailed planning application stage, when it is also likely 
that an Environmental Impact Study would be required. 

55. The AAP provides the framework from which detailed improvements can 
evolve and the over-arching criteria, as set out in policy MTC 3, (including the 
Council’s minor change to include a reference to conserving or enhancing 
biodiversity) are appropriate.  There appears to be widespread support for the 
improvements, they score well in the SA13 and the Environment Agency 
confirmed that it has no outstanding concerns at this stage.  Policy MTC 3 
establishes the Council’s approach to the waterways in the town centre and is 
justified and effective. 

56. With regards to improvements to accessibility and the wider environment, the 
policies are not over prescriptive and their means of delivery are sufficiently 
clear.  They provide an appropriate level of advice, particularly when read in 
tandem with the Public Realm Strategy and incorporate adequate flexibility. 

Issue 4: Conclusion   

57. The Council’s approach to place making as set out in policies MTC 1 to MTC 4 
is sound.  

 

Issue 5 - Delivery of the Proposals 

58. The support for the Council’s aspirations for regeneration, particularly from 
land owners and developers, is a clear indication that there is a commitment 
to achieving the delivery of the proposals. This is reinforced by the recent 
signing of a Development Agreement between the Council and ING Real 
Estates Development in relation to retail, residential and office development 
on OA 1 (Kings Triangle).  The IDR identifies the infrastructure required and 
Appendices D and E of the AAP set out how infrastructure will be provided, by 
whom and over what timescale.  The Council confirms that where appropriate 
it will use its powers of compulsory acquisition.  Discussions with infrastructure 
providers are underway and there is no indication that there are any 
insurmountable obstacles to the delivery of the AAP in this regard.  Risks are 
identified and contingencies set out. 

59. Current economic uncertainty, the inability to secure funding, delays in land 
assembly and other factors may impede the delivery of the OAs and therefore 
the AMR will play a key role in assessing the performance and effectiveness of 
the AAP in order that, if necessary, expectations can be adjusted.  Appendix F 
of the AAP establishes a sufficiently detailed monitoring framework to ensure 
that the Council can react effectively to changing circumstances.  If a change 
to the AAP is required, for example to the components of the OAs, then there 
is sufficient flexibility to enable the Council to adjust its approach towards their 

                                       
13 Table 5 
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delivery.  The Council has taken a realistic but not overly cautious approach.   

60. Some of the timescales for implementation are relatively long but the Council’s 
argument that this provides flexibility in terms of infrastructure provision is 
reasonable and must be given some weight.  The regular up-dating of the IDR, 
together with the preparation of the AMR, should ensure that progress on 
implementation can be assessed by the Council who can take any remedial 
action necessary to ensure that its vision for the town centre is realised. 

61. Although the revised High Level Viability Appraisals5 conclude that in the 
current market the redevelopment of some of the sites is unlikely to be viable 
there is optimism that over time as the economy improves so will viability.  
This optimism is strengthened by the current national approach to sustainable 
growth; the relatively long implementation timescales; the potential uplift 
created by Crossrail and the effect that other regeneration schemes in the 
town centre (for example Kings Triangle) will have on confidence.  These are 
not detailed analytical appraisals and it is acknowledged by the Council that 
they are based on preliminary proposals and have been undertaken in a weak 
property market.  Nevertheless they establish a realistic baseline and through 
appropriate and rigorous monitoring the Council can update the appraisals and 
assess if any further action is required to stimulate rejuvenation.  There is 
insufficient evidence to conclude that there is any significant risk to the 
delivery of the OAs by 2026.   

Issue 5: Conclusion   

62. Overall, with the changes recommended, there is a reasonable prospect that 
the infrastructure and other land use proposals will be delivered.  The 
Council’s approach is pragmatic and justified.  The advice in PPS 12: Local 
Spatial Planning that AAPs should set out ‘as far as practicable’ the timetable 
for implementation, has been followed.  The AAP has achieved an appropriate 
balance between flexibility and certainty; it is capable of satisfactory 
monitoring and is likely to be effective.  Policies IMP1 and IMP2 are sound. 

Legal Requirements 
63. My examination of the compliance of the Area Action Plan with the legal 

requirements is summarised in the table below.  I conclude that the Area 
Action Plan meets them all. 

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

Local Development 
Scheme (LDS) 

The AAP is identified within the approved LDS 
(November 2009 – updated in January 2011) which 
sets out an expected adoption date of March 2011. 
Albeit the timing for adoption will have slipped by 
several months, I do not consider that this 
materially departs from the published timescale and 
no one’s interests will have been materially harmed 
by the delay.  

Statement of Community 
Involvement (SCI) and 
relevant regulations 

The SCI was adopted in 2006 and consultation has 
been compliant with the requirements therein.  
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Sustainability Appraisal 
(SA) 

SA has been carried out and is satisfactory. 

Appropriate Assessment 
(AA) 

The Habitats Regulations AA Screening Report 
(September 2009) sets out why AA stages 2 and 3 
are not necessary and the reasoning is justified. 

National Policy The AAP complies with national policy. 
Regional Strategy (RS) The AAP is in general conformity with the RS 
Sustainable Community 
Strategy (SCS) 

Satisfactory regard has been paid to the SCS. 

2004 Act and Regulations 
(as amended) 

The AAP complies with the Act and the Regulations. 

 

Overall Conclusion and Recommendation 
64. Subject to the recommendations set out in Appendix B the AAP is justified, as 

it represents the most appropriate strategy for the town centre and is founded 
on a robust and credible evidence base.  The vision embodied in the AAP is 
deliverable and the AAP includes appropriate mechanisms for infrastructure 
provision and is able to be monitored.  There is sufficient flexibility to ensure 
that any changes in circumstances could be satisfactorily addressed, yet it 
provides sufficient direction to instil confidence in the Council’s ambitious 
approach.  The AAP will deliver planned growth areas, stimulate regeneration, 
protect environmentally sensitive areas and provide focus for the revitalisation 
of the town centre. 

65. I conclude that with the changes I recommend, set out in Appendix B, 
the Maidenhead Town Centre Area Action Plan DPD satisfies the 
requirements of s20(5) of the 2004 Act and meets the criteria for 
soundness in PPS12.  Therefore I recommend that the plan be 
changed accordingly.  And for the avoidance of doubt, I endorse the 
Council’s proposed minor changes, set out in Appendix A.  

 

David Hogger 
Inspector 

 

 

This report is accompanied by: 

Appendix A (separate document): Council’s Minor Changes 

Appendix B: Changes that the Inspector considers are needed to make the plan 
sound 
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Change Ref 
 

AAP Ref Suggested Change Justification 

Executive Summary 
 
ES.1 Executive Summary 

Page V 
Commercially attractive, Maidenhead has long 
been exposed to continuous and often rapid 
change. Many were introduced piecemeal in 
response to immediate needs. Consequently, 
while the town centre's history and character are 
still evident from its street pattern and the 
presence of some older buildings, the area feels 
disjointed and stimulants to the senses are 
scarce. In addition, a decline in the town centres 
quality, vibrancy and role in recent years has 
further affected its appeal. Maidonians 
themselves say they long to regain a sense of 
pride in their town; and the town centre has 
enormous potential as an attractive and vibrant 
centre, serving a relatively prosperous catchment 
area. A regeneration programme is long overdue. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Josephine Crabb (365).  To correct repeated text. 
 

ES.2 Executive Summary 
Page VIII 

The town centre area within the Town Centre 
Commercial Boundary will become the focus for 
new offices, primarily within the Opportunity 
Areas. Offices will help bring about future 
rejuvenation and bring more people into the 
centre. 

Silverstone Group (413). In response to an 
objection that the Executive Summary should 
better reflect the text of Policy MTC10 – wording 
amended to use consistent terminology. 

ES.3 Executive Summary 
Page VIII 

MTC7 Retail and Shopping Provision 
 
The primary shopping area will be protected and 
enhanced. The highest priority for major new 
retail-led development in the town centre will be 
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the Broadway Opportunity Area which will be 
comprehensively developed to link into, 
complement and become part of the primary 
shopping area. 
 
The retail character of the primary shopping area 
will be maintained and enhanced, and any 
proposals involving the loss of shops (Class A1) 
will only be allowed in specified circumstances be 
generally resisted. While it is important to retain 
the retail character of the secondary shopping 
streets and areas, there will be opportunities 
there for greater diversity of retail and non-retail 
uses. 
 

 
RBWM. To correct grammar. 
 
 
 
 
Shire Consulting on behalf of Barclays Bank 
(154).  In response to an objection that the 
executive summary misrepresents the policy – 
amended to closer reflect policy wording. 
 
 
For clarity. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
C1.1(EIP) 1.6 

 
The AAP will be the first DPD to be prepared.  
This reflects the importance placed on the 
rejuvenation of the town centre and the 
considerable developer interest, and has the 
agreement of the Government Office for the 
South East.  Whilst the council has sought to 
build in a degree of flexibility, the advanced 
preparation of the AAP may require its partial 
review following the completion of other parts of 
the LDF, particularly the Borough Plan which will 
need to consider development issues across the 
Royal Borough.  Figure X shows the relationship 
between the AAP and other parts of the LDF and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For clarification. 
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neighbourhood plans. 
 
Add the figure below under paragraph 1.6 to 
illustrate the relationship between the AAP and 
other DPDs.  Subsequent renumbering of figures. 
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C1.2(EIP) 1.8 Over time the various parts of the LDF will 
replace the council's current planning document, 
the Local Plan.  Upon the adoption of the AAP, 
several policies within the Local Plan will be 
superseded. A list of these is provided in 
Appendix B 'Policy Relationships & Schedule Of 
Policies To Be Superseded'. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
RBWM.  To reflect Change Ref AB.1 

2. Our Vision for Maidenhead Town Centre 
 
C2.1 2.19 While building heights generally vary between 

three and six storeys in the town centre at 
present, it is recognised that tall buildings when 
designed well can improve a town’s identity and 
image and help achieve wider aims such as 
capitalising on existing services and helping to 
protect the Green Belt. Tall buildings are not 
acceptable everywhere and will be only be 
permitted in carefully selected areas where they 
would best contribute to rejuvenation and 
improving the image of the town centre. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
CBRE Investors (201), Silverstone Group (391, 
429, 430, 431 & 432), ING RED (227) Shanly 
Group (179 & 184) and Commonwealth War 
Graves Commission (262). Change better reflects 
Policy MTC6 and corrects grammar. 

C2.2 Figure 1: Key 
Diagram 
 

Amend Figure 1 as follows: 
 
Main Shopping Area: Amend boundary to 
exclude land to the west of King Street. 
 
Major Retail Led Development: Amend boundary 
to include land to the east of King Street and 
extend to north so as to meet Main Shopping 

 
 
RBWM.  To correct an error. 
 
 
RBWM.  To correct errors. 
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Area. 
 

3. Town Centre Places 
 
C3.1 3.10 

 
Development proposals will be expected to 
strengthen links between open spaces through 
their design, layout and planting. The use of 
green and brown roofs and planted walls is 
encouraged to further soften the appearance of 
buildings and for their benefits for wildlife, flood 
risk and air quality. Where necessary, proposals 
for planting, particularly of trees, should be 
supported by an assessment of constraints, both 
above and below ground, and a management 
plan for those areas which will not be transferred 
to the council.  Where suitable, planting schemes 
should use locally native and wildlife friendly 
species to maximise biodiversity benefits. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Environment Agency (473).  To address concerns 
regarding the use of native tree species. 
 
 

C3.2 Policy MTC3 
 

Policy MTC 3 Waterways 
 
The improvement and integration of the 
waterways to create a high quality, safe, green 
corridor through the town centre will be 
encouraged. 
 
Developments adjacent to the waterway will be 
expected to: 
 
a. Embrace their waterside setting through design 
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and landscaping. 
 
X Conserve or enhance biodiversity. 
 
b. Allow for continuous pedestrian and cycle 
access along the waterside. 
 
c. Improve access to the waterside. 
 
Development which prejudices the improvement 
and integration of the waterways, including the 
potential implementation of the Maidenhead 
Waterway Project, will be resisted. 
 

 
 
Environment Agency (474).  To address 
comments that the policy needs to address 
biodiversity goals. 
 

C3.3 3.15 
 

Redevelopment of existing buildings alongside 
the waterway is encouraged to enable a step 
change in the quality of buildings and spaces. 
The design of developments will be expected to 
embrace their waterside setting by incorporating 
landscape and biodiversity improvements, 
through presenting an active frontage to the 
waterway and making the area feel more open 
and safe rather than enclosed. Detailed planning 
guidance for the waterway corridor is set out in 
the Maidenhead Waterways Framework. 
 

 
 
 
 
Environment Agency (474).  To address 
comments that the policy needs to address 
biodiversity goals. 
 

C3.4 Picture 7 Amend caption as follows: 
 
Picture 7 Intoducing Introducing water and 
greenery 

 
 
RBWM.  To correct grammar. 
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C3.5 3.18 Maidenhead has a wide variety of buildings. 

While some areas are valued, others are 
unsightly. The rejuvenation of the town centre 
provides the opportunity to retain the best parts 
while improving other aspects. Our aim is to 
create a distinctive town centre which balances 
protection of the historic core with modern, well 
designed development. Not only will this improve 
peoples’ quality of life, but it will also attract 
business and visitors to the benefit of the town 
centre and the area’s economy. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RBWM.  Text moved from paragraph 3.20 
 

C3.6 Policy MTC4 Policy MTC 4 Quality Design 
 
Proposals will be required to be of high quality, 
contributing to an overall improvement in terms of 
urban design and architecture. A specific focus 
should be the creation of a mixed use town 
centre environment that is welcoming, safe and 
secure, durable and stimulating and which is also 
highly accessible and easy to move around. 
Buildings, streets and spaces should have a clear 
image and be easy to understand. 
 
The town centre should also be able to adapt in 
light of any change in future needs. 
 
Development proposals will be expected to: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Thames Valley Police 
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a. Be appropriate in terms of site coverage, urban 
grain, layout, access, scale, proportion, mass and 
bulk, height, roofscape and landscape. 
 
b. Use an appropriate choice of materials and 
colour. 
 
c. Be visually attractive from all angles. 
 
d. Enhance streets and spaces through quality 
design and architecture. 
 
e. Provide a high quality environment for future 
users. 
 
f. Incorporate crime prevention measures such as 
those promoted in Secure by Design. Be suitable 
in terms of crime prevention and community 
safety and security. 
 
g. Incorporate fibre optic technology up to and 
within the premises. 
 
h. Clearly distinguish between public and private 
space. 
 
i. Where appropriate possible, provide their 
primary access directly from the street and have 
active ground floor uses. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thames Valley Police 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Silverstone Group (376). .To provide clarity in 
response to comments. 
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j. Be accessible, usable, legible and permeable to 
all, embodying the principles of inclusive design. 
 
k. Contribute to the creation of a mixed use town 
centre environment. 
 
l. Be resilient to air pollution. 
 
m. Be sustainable in their design, construction 
and operation. 
 
n. Respond to flood risk. Not increase flood risk 
and be seen to reduce flood risk where possible. 
 
o. Respect the environment, heritage and the 
function of existing landmarks. and 
 
p. Satisfactorily address traffic, movement, 
servicing and parking impacts. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Environment Agency (475).  To reflect comments. 
 
 
 
RBWM. To make clear that all criteria apply 
equally. 
 

C3.7 3.20 
 

Our strategy is to achieve a step change in 
design quality. All proposals across the town 
centre will be required to be of high quality, 
contributing to an overall improvement in terms of 
urban design and architecture. In addition to 
improving streets and spaces and introducing 
greenery (see Policy MTC 1 'Streets & Spaces', 
Policy MTC 2 'Greening' and Policy MTC 3 
'Waterways'), enhancement will be sought 
through the design of individual buildings so that 
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the town centre become a place that is attractive, 
safe, easy to get round and a pleasure to be in. 
Not only will well designed building improve 
peoples' quality of life, they can also attract 
business and visitors to the benefit of the town 
centre and the areas economy.  Developments 
should also lead to a place where people feel 
safe and secure.  Getting the design right, for 
example reducing the opportunity for crime and 
antisocial behaviour through natural surveillance 
and suitable CCTV arrangements will avoid the 
need to correct buildings and spaces and reduce 
ongoing maintenance costs. Further advice on 
crime prevention and reduction measures can be 
found in the document ‘The Compendium of 
Crime Prevention and Reduction in the Planning 
System’ ¹ 
 
¹Footnote 
http://www.thamesvalley.police.uk/compendium 
 

 
 
Thames Valley Police 
 

C3.8 3.22 Landmarks are features which act as locational 
references, helping people to find their way 
around an area. Maidenhead town centre is 
considered to have a number of landmark 
buildings. Most are older buildings, however 
some more modern buildings such as Sainsbury 
and Berkshire House have become landmarks for 
their contemporary design or prominence both 
within and outside the town centre., and 

 
 
ING RED (227).  To clarify what is meant by 
‘landmarks’ 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.thamesvalley.police.uk/compendium�
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contributing to local distinctiveness.  A number of 
new, sparingly distributed landmark buildings are 
proposed.  Such buildings should stand out from 
their background and be of iconic or signature 
design quality but not necessarily imposing in 
height.  New landmarks are proposed to 
complement those which already exist across the 
town centre.  Most of the existing landmarks are 
valued older buildings.  However, in the case of 
Sainsbury, the landmark status results from its 
contemporary design, while Berkshire House is 
considered a landmark for its prominent height 
when viewed both from within and outside the 
town centre, rather than for its architecture.  
Landmark features are listed below: 
 

• The Bear Hotel, High Street 
• Town Hall, St Ives Road 
• Maidenhead Library St Ives Road 
• 110-114, High Street (The Post Office) 
• 45-51, The High Street (Coffee Republic, 

West Cornwall Pasty Company, Shoe 
Zone) 

• Berkshire House 
• Cresset Towers 69-73, High Street 
• The Methodist Church, High Street 
• 41, Queen Street (Atkinson Keene) 
• The clock tower located next to the 

railway station 
• The United Reformed Church, West 
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Street 
• Sainsbury 

 

RBWM.  To correct the name of the church. 

C3.9 3.23 Development proposals are expected to be 
appropriate to their location within the town 
centre and as such development heights and 
scales will generally be highest in the central area 
and decrease outwards towards suburban areas. 
Notwithstanding this, development will be 
expected to preserve and enhance Maidenhead's 
historic environment, including the conservation 
area and listed buildings, and not detract from the 
role of landmark buildings. New landmarks are 
encouraged in key areas where they would help 
wayfinding. Taller buildings are also permitted as 
an exception in specific locations (see Policy 
MTC 6 'Tall Buildings'). 
 

 
 
 
 
For clarity in respect of heights and scales and to 
be clear that this paragraph is intended to apply 
to the central area and not the suburban areas. 
 
ING RED (227).  To move the reference to 
landmarks to paragraph 3.22 and clarify what is 
meant by landmarks. 
 

C3.10 3.40 The Prevailing prevailing building heights across 
the town centre is from three to six storeys (10-20 
m). For the purposes of this AAP, tall buildings 
are those which are noticeably higher than 20 m. 
Buildings should not be developed above the 
existing maximum building height of 
approximately twelve storeys (40 m) to ensure 
they respect the size and compact nature of 
Maidenhead and respect visibility from the 
surrounding countryside to the existing level. 
 

RBWM.  To correct grammar. 
 
 

C3.11 3.47 Renumber as 3.44. Also renumber paragraphs RBWM. To place this paragraph in a more logical 
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3.44 – 3.46 to 3.45 – 3.47 in consequence 
 
Taller buildings will be the exception and will be 
used sparingly to achieve specific purposes and 
for this reason they will be resisted outside of the 
Tall Buildings Areas. Outside of these Areas 
building height should reflect their the location in 
terms of the size and importance of different 
streets and public spaces and protect against 
impacts on sensitive areas such as the historic 
environment and low rise housing. This will be 
achieved by respecting existing heights. 
 

position, with consequent renumbering of other 
paragraphs. 
 
 
 
 
RBWM. To correct grammar. 

4. Town Centre Economy 
 
C4.1 Policy MTC7 Policy MTC7 Retail 

 
Maidenhead town centre will be the principal 
location for retail development. The town centre's 
retail role will  be maintained and enhanced 
through the protection of retail activity within the 
Primary Shopping Area and the delivery of a 
major comprehensive retail led development in 
the Area for Major Retail Led Development (also 
see Policy OA1: Broadway Opportunity Area). 
New development should broaden the range of 
shopping opportunities and improve 
Maidenhead’s image as a sustainable and high 
quality shopping destination. 
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Development will be required to: 
 
1. Protect and enhance retail activity within the 
designated Primary Shopping Area. 
 
2. Focus new retail development within the 
Primary Shopping Area and the Area for Major 
Retail Led Development. 
 
3. Ensure effective integration between the 
Primary Shopping Area, the Area for Major Retail 
Led Development, and frontages elsewhere. 
 
Shopping Frontages 
 
Within primary frontages, as illustrated on the 
proposals map, the retail character will be 
maintained and enhanced. Proposals therein for 
change of use or redevelopment from shops 
(Class A1) to other uses will only be permitted 
where they would: 
 
1. be appropriate to the character and function of 
the area; and 
 
2. not result in adverse impacts on existing uses 
within the frontage; and 
 
3. not result in the loss of a prominent shop retail 
(Class A1) unit within, or at the gateway of, the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RBWM.  For consistency with PPS4. 
 
 
 
RBWM.  To clarify that this sentence applies to 
primary frontages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RBWM.  To simplify terminology. 
RBWM.  For consistency with the change above, 
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primary frontages 
 
Within secondary frontages, as illustrated on in 
the proposals map, opportunities for a greater 
diversity of retail and non-retail uses, including 
promoting a street café culture, will be supported 
where they do not adversely impact on the 
existing character, function and vitality of the 
street or surrounding environment. 
 
Outside the primary and secondary frontages, 
new retail development will only be permitted 
where it would not compromise the vitality, 
viability and attractiveness of the town centre. 
 

to clarify that the policy only applies to primary 
frontages. 
RBWM.  To correct grammar. 
 

C4.2 4.10 Across the town centre, retail frontages are 
defined as primary and secondary. Primary 
frontages are those which include a high 
proportion of shops (Class A1). These are 
centred on the Nicholson’s Centre and adjoining 
parts of the High Street. Secondary frontages are 
those where there is greater opportunity for 
diversity of uses and mainly comprise the 
remainder of the High Street into Bridge Street, 
and extend to the south along King Street and 
Queen Street. 
 

RBWM.  For consistency with PPS4. 
 

C4.3 4.12 Secondary frontages are those that play a less 
central shopping role within the town centre. Here 
there is opportunity for a greater diversity of retail 
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(Class A1) and non-retail (non-A1) uses, and the 
promotion of a street café culture. Secondary 
frontages should contain a good mix of different 
uses, and an appropriate mixture will be 
supported where this would not adversely impact 
on the existing character, function, and vitality of 
the street or surrounding environment. The AAP 
is not prescriptive about the proportion of retail 
and non-retail uses that would be appropriate in 
any given area as the role played by secondary 
frontages varies across the town centre. In 
general, however, it would be inappropriate for 
more than 50% of the retail units in any given 
section of the town centre to be in non-class A1 
use. More guidance on this point will be 
contained within a forthcoming Supplementary 
Planning Document. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RBWM.  To avoid confusion with the definition of 
“shop” and for clarity. 
 

C4.4 4.13 When proposals are submitted involving the loss 
of shops within primary or secondary frontages 
involving the loss of shops are submitted, they 
should be accompanied by evidence of a 
marketing exercise. This should detail the price 
and terms on which the business was offered, 
advertising undertaken and interest received, 
along with any other relevant factors. When 
considering applications for change of use or 
redevelopment from shops (Class A1) to other 
uses, marketing evidence will be assessed within 
the context of the following criteria to assess 

Mark Carter (131).  In response to an objection 
that it was unclear whether the paragraph applied 
to primary or secondary frontages – wording 
amended to make clear that it applies to both. 
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whether the proposal is appropriate: 
 

• Impact on retail character and function of 
the primary frontage. 

• Impact on the vitality of other uses within 
the frontage. 

• The prominence of the unit to be lost. 
 

 
 
RBWM.  For clarity and for consistency with the 
change above. 
RBWM.  For clarity. 
 

C4.5 4.22 
 

Many of these matters are addressed under the 
licensing regime, and government guidance 
discourages the planning system from trying to 
control matters that are dealt with under other 
legislation. However, it is important to ensure that 
the AAP encourages a prosperous and vibrant 
evening economy while protecting residential 
amenity and minimising crime and disorder, so as 
to ensure the success of the rejuvenated town 
centre. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thames Valley Police 
 

C4.6 4.34 The service sector and knowledge-based firms 
are strongly represented in the town centre and in 
the wider economy, and the local workforce is 
highly educated. As a result, this area has 
historically been an attractive location for offices 
and demand for office floorspace has been high. 
Research shows that this strong demand is likely 
to continue. National policy identifies offices as a 
key town centre use and they form part of a 
balanced mix of uses in a prosperous town 
centre. As a major town, Maidenhead is suitable 
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and attractive for this use and it is important that 
the town centre caters for the needs of both small 
and large businesses, which together contribute 
to the town centre economy. The AAP promotes 
sustainable economic development that 
reinforces the town centre's role in both the local 
and wider economy. Offices can increase the 
value of a development and thereby improve its 
viability. This allows for provision of other, more 
socially desirable but potentially less 
economically viable uses as part of a mixed use 
scheme. 
 

Mark Carter (132).  In response to an objection 
that the plan should provide greater 
encouragement for small businesses in the town 
centre – wording changed to make clear that all 
sizes of business are important to the local 
economy. 
 

C4.1(EIP) Policy MTC10 Policy MTC 10 
Offices 
 
Proposals for new office development will be 
focused within Opportunity Areas. Proposals for 
office development elsewhere within the Town 
Centre Commercial Boundary will be acceptable. 
provided they do not compromise the 
deliverability of Opportunity Areas. 
 
Development proposals resulting in a net 
reduction of office space will only be acceptable 
where this loss: 
1. Would not unduly reduce the quality and/or 
quantity of office floorspace; or 
2. Would be outweighed by the achievement of 
other Area Action Plan objectives through the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Changes agreed at the Examination hearings. 
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proposed development. 
 

C4.2(EIP) 4.37 When considering applications for office 
development outside of the Opportunity Areas, it 
is anticipated that permission will be granted only 
if evidence is submitted to show that the proposal 
will not prejudice development of the Opportunity 
Areas. Smaller-scale d Development in other 
parts of the town centre may be desirable, for 
example to support existing businesses and allow 
them to grow. Where appropriate, the policy 
allows this and enables a range of sites to come 
forward for development, without the whole plan 
strategy being reliant on a few large sites. 
Through Policy MTC10 a flexible supply of 
floorspace will be delivered, capable of 
responding to local employment needs and 
market requirements. 
 

Changes agreed at the Examination hearings for 
consistency with Policy MTC10. 

5. Town Centre People 
 
C5.1(EIP) 5.2 Town centres are becoming increasingly more 

important as a place to live. This is to be 
welcomed as it adds vitality and some feeling of 
ownership of the streets and spaces.  Whilst new 
homes will be built across the Royal Borough, 
Maidenhead town centre has the potential to 
accommodate around 800 new homes within the 
Opportunity Areas.  Past consultation shows 
strong support for continuing the existing 

 
 
 
 
 
 
For clarification in response to discussion at the 
Examination hearings. 
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approach of intensification of urban areas to help 
protect the Green Belt and to reflect their general 
sustainability.  Maidenhead town centre is seen in 
particular as a location where high density 
housing development can be supported. 
 

C5.1 5.3 New homes will continue to occur over the plan 
period. While flats are likely to make up the 
majority of new housing across the town centre, 
there is opportunity to provide townhouses in 
some areas. It is unlikely that town centre living 
will be popular with a large number of families 
and other groups, however, developments should 
provide a mix of dwelling size and avoid being 
dominated by one-bedroom units. In terms of 
affordable housing, the council currently seeks to 
achieve a 30% proportion of the total units 
provided on developments involving a net 
increase of 15 or more dwellings through Local 
Plan Policy H3. The AAP does not expect town 
centre developments to be treated differently than 
any other part of the Royal Borough. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RBWM.  The changes provide clarity that the 
30% proportion stems from the application of 
existing development plan policy.  The standard 
application of a greater provision, as suggested 
by Carter Planning (138) and Jenny Cooper 
(190), would impact viability and deliverability. 
 

6. Town Centre Movement 
 
C6.1 Policy MTC 14 Policy MTC 14 Accessibility 

 
Accessibility to the town centre will be optimised 
for all modes of travel, with a specific focus on 
creating safe and comfortable environment for 
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pedestrians and cyclists and improving access by 
public transport. 
 
Development should where appropriate:  
 

 
 
 
Silverstone Group (425). To clarify that all 
requirements are not equally applicable. 
 

C6.2 6.12 
 

Parking standards for individual developments 
are set out in the council's Parking Strategy 
planning brief.  This, and any subsequent update, 
will be used to negotiate the number of parking 
spaces which are provided.  Where possible 
parking should be provided securely underground 
or at basement level.  As part of the overall 
provision, a proportion of spaces should be 
suitable for those with disabilities.  Similarly, 
some spaces will be expected to include charging 
points to cater for and encourage the use of 
electric vehicles and car clubs.  Other parking 
areas provided or replaced within the opportunity 
areas will be maximised by provision of shared 
use of these facilities outside of working hours. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Thames Valley Police. Mr Michael Clare (353) 
 

C6.1(EIP) 6.14 To assess the impact of growth on the road 
network, a traffic model for the town centre and 
wider strategic model for the borough has been 
developed.  The models have been used to 
undertake capacity analysis of the existing road 
network, assess the impacts of delivering growth 
and prepare a strategy to accommodate the 
planned increase in movements.  The testing 

Change agreed in the Statement of Common 
Ground with the Highways Agency. 
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demonstrates that traffic implications can be 
accommodated on the local road network 
provided investment is made in transport 
infrastructure and suitable measures are put in 
place to manage travel associated with new 
development (10).  However, the strategic model 
demonstrates that many of the junctions on the 
Strategic Road Network (SRN) will see demand 
levels exceeding capacity. The modelling work 
illustrates increases in trips on the SRN that are 
attributable to AAP development. 
 

C6.2(EIP) 6.16 The traffic situation will be monitored but 
individual developments will be expected to carry 
out Transport Assessments (TAs) to demonstrate 
that any impact on the highway, including 
strategic junctions listed below, can be mitigated. 
(proposed Proposed developments will be 
expected to use the traffic models to assess their 
impacts and, if necessary, undertake detailed 
junction assessments).  Assessments will also be 
required to ensure new development does not 
contribute to poor air quality issues,(11) including 
any transport related mitigation measures that 
prove necessary. 

 
Strategic junctions: 

• M4 J7 
• M4 J8 
• A404 (M) J9a 

Change agreed in the email correspondence with 
the Highways Agency. 
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• A404 (M) J9b 
• A308 (M)/A308 

 
C6.3 Figure 5: Linkages 

 
Amend Figure 5 as follows: 
 
Green Connection: Amend the Secondary 
Connection arrow shown between Bridge Avenue 
and St Mary’s Church Garden so that it stops 
short of the church’s grounds. 
Secondary Linkage: Amend the secondary 
linkage to stop at the St Mary’s Church car park 
and not extend into the garden area. 
 
Insert additional key linkage from York Road to 
Stafferton Way alongside York Stream. 
 

 
 
St Mary’s Church (327).  To correct an error in 
the extent of the arrows.  This should have ended 
at the Hines Meadow Car Park. 
 
 
 
 
 
Kennet Properties (332). To identify the route to 
enable future improvement. 

7. Town Centre Opportunity Areas 
 
C7.1(EIP) 7.2 Requirements for each of the Opportunity Areas 

are set out in the following policies.  The 
estimated capacities are based on planning 
permissions, feasibility studies and urban design 
analysis.  Capacities are approximate.  Where 
appropriate, more detailed planning briefs will be 
prepared to help guide development proposals. 
 

 
 
 
 
To clarify that the council supports the 
preparation of development briefs to address site 
specific issues. 
 

C7.2(EIP) 7.3 An appropriate mix of land uses is sought across 
each Opportunity Area.  It is essential that each 
area integrates with the immediate and wider 
town centre’s existing character and function, and 
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positively enhances its identity through the 
creation of a sustainable, stimulating and vibrant 
town centre environment.  The type of land use 
and layout has also been influenced by the need 
to respond to and reduce the risk of flooding.  
The Addendum to the Level 1 SFRA for 
Maidenhead Town Centre AAP provides flood 
risk guidance in relation to all the Opportunity 
Areas.  Whilst the council has assessed flood risk 
across the town centre in the preparation of the 
AAP, it should be noted that Environment Agency 
data on flood risk (including surface water) is 
regularly updated.  When preparing development 
proposals, the latest data should always be 
used.) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
For clarification in relation to the need to refer to 
the Addendum SFRA. 

C7.1 7.4 The allocation of this area for a comprehensive 
retail led, mixed use scheme will help to secure 
the town centre as a desirable place to shop, and 
fulfil its role as a major retail centre. The new 
shopping area which will comprise of a mix of 
types and size of retail units that will be integrated 
into the existing retail core of the Nicholsons 
Shopping Centre, King Street and Queen Street. 
Alongside the retail units will be a mix of 
complementary leisure uses particularly cafés 
and restaurants, and new homes and offices 
which will provide a vibrant and lively area within 
the 'heart' of the town centre. Forming part of the 
southern gateway and being adjacent to the 

 
 
 
 
RBWM.  To correct grammar. 
RBWM.  To avoid confusion with the definition of 
“shop”. 
 
 
 
 
 
RBWM.  To correct grammar. 
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railway station, high quality buildings along with 
improvements to the streets and spaces will help 
define a key entrance into the town centre and 
draw residents, visitors and shoppers to certain 
locations. 
 

C7.2 Policy OA1 Policy OA 1 Broadway Opportunity Area 
 
The Broadway Opportunity Area is allocated as 
an area for future major retail led mixed use 
development. It is the highest priority area for 
major new retail development in the town centre 
to achieve the revitalisation of the centre. A 
comprehensive retail led mixed use regeneration 
scheme should be brought forward for this area 
early in the plan period. Proposals for this area 
should comprise in the order of: 
 
1. 25,000 m2 of retail floorspace (gross); 
 
2. 190 residential dwellings (gross); 
 
3. 6,000 m2 of office floorspace (gross); and 
 
X. Replacement multi-storey car park (footnote: 
The existing Broadway car park provides 734 
spaces and is the principal short stay car park 
serving the town centre.  Full replacement will be 
required as part of a considered approach to 
parking across any development proposal); and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Irish Life (209).  In response to comments that the 
policy should secure full replacement car parking.  
The amendment is consistent with the approach 
to car parking within Policy OA6. 
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4. Complementary leisure provision, particularly 
café and restaurant uses. 
 
Development and design principles of particular 
relevance and importance to the redevelopment 
of this area include: 
 
a. Strengthening and enhancement of the town 
centre’s overall retail offer. 
 
b. A mix of uses that complement the existing 
primary shopping area. 
 
c. Innovative and distinctive architecture reflective 
of its gateway location. 
 
d. Effective integration with existing shopping 
areas through strong and direct pedestrian 
connections to the Nicholson's Centre, King 
Street and Queen Street. 
 
e. Enhanced linkages between the railway station 
and the existing retail network. 
 
f. High quality, appealing retail environment with 
active frontages at ground level, both internally 
and externally, to King Street, Queen Street and 
Broadway. 
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g. Incorporation of new central high quality public 
spaces. 
 
h. Promotion of access by walking and cycling 
and reduction in the dominance of vehicles. 
 
i. Replacement of existing public car parking. 
 
j. Vehicular access and servicing off Broadway 
and Queen Street. 
 
k. Pedestrianisation of Broadway, provided an 
appropriate solution for access and servicing is 
achieved. 
 
j. Not increase flood risk and use sustainable 
drainage systems to reduce surface flood risk 
where possible. 
 
Proposals which would result in the piecemeal 
redevelopment of this area and/or prejudice the 
future delivery of a comprehensive retail led 
mixed use scheme will not be supported. 
 
The policy requirements and design principles are 
illustrated in Figure 8 'Broadway Opportunity Area 
Indicative Plan'. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Irish Life (209).  See above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Environment Agency (475).  For clarification in 
response to comments that flood risk mitigation is 
required. 
 
 

C7.3 7.16 Pedestrian and cyclist movement and 
accessibility into and through the town centre is 

CTC (288).  To recognise the importance of 
cycling. 
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currently confusing due to an array of separated 
routes. Additionally, access to the town centre 
from the railway station is compromised by the 
A308 which acts as a physical and psychological 
barrier to people arriving from the south or via 
train. This is largely due to the conflicts that arise 
between vehicles and pedestrians needing to 
cross the A308. 
 

 

C7.4 7.17 Redevelopment of the Broadway Opportunity 
Area should support improved accessibility and 
links within the town centre, particularly to and 
between the railway station and the existing retail 
core. The layout of any proposals should 
therefore seek to improve pedestrian and cyclist 
legibility and permeability through the provision of 
new high quality, convenient, safe and well lit 
pedestrian connections and cycle routes. Strong, 
clear and direct linkages should be provided to 
successfully integrate the area with other key 
parts of the town centre, particularly the 
Nicholson’s Centre, High Street, King Street, 
Queen Street, and the railway station. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
CTC (288).  To recognise the importance of 
cycling. 
 
CTC (288).  To recognise the importance of 
cycling. 
 

C7.5 7.18 To improve the site's relationship with the railway 
station, future development proposals will be 
expected to contribute to improvements aimed at 
simplifying the pedestrian crossing for 
pedestrians and cyclists, improving safety by 
minimising vehicular – pedestrian / cyclist 

 
 
 
CTC (288).  To recognise the importance of 
cycling. 
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conflicts, and increasing the attractiveness of the 
area to reflect its status as a gateway to the town 
centre. 
 

C7.6 Policy OA2 
 

Policy OA 2 West Street Opportunity Area 
 
The West Street Opportunity Area is allocated for 
a residential and office led mixed-use 
regeneration scheme. 
 
Proposals for this area should comprise in the 
order of: 
1. 21,000 m2 of office floorspace (gross); 
2. 310 residential dwellings (gross); 
3. Complementary leisure provision, hotel, food 
and drink uses. 
 
Development and design principles of particular 
relevance and importance to the redevelopment 
of this area include: 
 
a. Effective integration with the existing retail 
network through the creation of a new pedestrian 
access way linking to the High Street. 
 
b. Creation of a new pedestrian and cycle link to 
Kidwells Park. 
 
c. High quality architecture with active frontages 
to West Street and Bad Godesberg Way. 
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d. Buildings to provide enhanced skyline and 
positive contribution to wider views with particular 
attention to neighbouring development including 
heritage assets, roof design and variation of 
building heights. 
 
e. Public realm improvements including those to 
existing pedestrian underpasses. 
 
f. Development of taller buildings up to 12 storeys 
(40 m), with a landmark building at the western 
end of the site. 
 
g. Retention of the listed United Reformed 
Church, and enhancing its setting. 
 
h. Consolidation of existing telecommunications 
infrastructure unless alternative arrangements are 
in place. 
 
i. Retention of community facilities (the public 
house and, Friends’ meeting house and United 
Reformed Church’s community hall,) unless 
acceptable provision is to be made elsewhere. 
 
j. Vehicular access from West Street or Kidwells 
Park Drive. 
 
k. Replacement of existing public car parking. 

 
 
 
Silverstone Group (434).  For clarity in response 
to the comment that there should be reference to 
the impact of development on the adjacent 
conservation area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RBWM.  For clarification. 
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l. Not increase flood risk and use sustainable 
drainage systems to reduce surface water flood 
risk where possible. 
 
Comprehensive redevelopment of this area is 
preferred encouraged, however a phased 
approach may be appropriate in keeping with a 
comprehensive framework, with land either side 
of Kidwells Park Drive being delivered 
independently. Any proposals within the 
Opportunity Area that do not conform with this 
policy or which would prejudice the future delivery 
of the Opportunity Area will be resisted. 
 
The policy requirements and design principles are 
illustrated in Figure 9 'West Street Opportunity 
Area Indicative Plan'. 
 

 
Environment Agency (475).  For clarification in 
response to comments that flood risk mitigation is 
required.  
 
 
Silverstone Group (434).  For clarity in response 
suggested word changes to the text. 
 

C7.7 Figure 9: West Street 
Opportunity Area 
Indicative Plan 
 

Amend Figure 9 as follows: 
 
Green Connection: Amend arrow to follow the 
roads both to the north and south of Sygnus 
Court. 
 

 
 
St Mary’s Church (324).  To correct the 
discrepancy between Figures 9 and 12 as to the 
route of the Green Connection. 
 

C7.8 Policy OA3 
 

Policy OA 3 York Road Opportunity Area 
 
The York Road Opportunity Area is allocated for 
a residential and office led mixed use 
development. Proposals for the redevelopment of 

RBWM.  To achieve consistency between the 
Opportunity Areas policies it is proposed that the 
bullet point notation setting out the development 
composition should be amended to numeric 
values. 
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this Opportunity Area should comprise in the 
order of: 
 
Land North of York Road 

• 12,000 m2 of office floorspace (gross); 
• 100 high quality residential dwellings 

(gross); 
• Public square capable of hosting events; 
• Green space (e.g. pocket park) fronting 

York Stream; 
• Café and restaurant uses at ground floor. 

 
Land South of York Road 

• 60 high quality residential dwellings 
(gross); 

• Up to 2,000 m2 of office floorspace 
(gross); 

• Community facilities; 
• A multi-use community, cultural and 

leisure facility. 
 
Redevelopment of this Opportunity Area may be 
achieved through a single or phased approach, 
with land either side of York Road coming forward 
at separate times. Any proposals for the area will 
however need to be planned in a comprehensive 
manner and ensure effective integration between 
land north and south of York Road. 
 
Development and design principles of particular 

 
 
 
 
 
RBWM.  For consistency with wording used for 
other opportunity areas, and to avoid any 
implication that dwellings elsewhere do not have 
to be of high quality. 
 
 
 
 
RBWM.  For consistency with wording used for 
other opportunity areas, and to avoid any 
implication that dwellings elsewhere do not have 
to be of high quality. 
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relevance to the redevelopment of this 
Opportunity Area include: 
 
a. Effective integration with surrounding streets 
through improved and new access, particularly to 
the main retail area and the railway station. 
 
b. Embracing its waterside setting, conserving or 
enhancing the biodiversity protection of the 
waterways and improved access allowing for 
pedestrian and cycle access alongside. 
 
c. Respect the setting of the Town Hall and listed 
library building. 
 
d. Retention of community facilities unless they 
are no longer needed or acceptable alternative 
provision is to be made elsewhere. 
 
e. Variety in the type, size and tenure of 
dwellings. 
 
f. Creation of new public spaces, including those 
suitable for hosting events. 
 
g. Replacement of existing car parking. 
 
h. Not increase flood risk and seek to reduce this 
risk by steering residential development to areas 
of lowest flood risk within the site and by utilising 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Environment Agency (477).  In response to 
comments wishing greater support for overall 
biodiversity improvements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Environment Agency (477).  For clarification in 
response to that flood risk mitigation is required. 
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sustainable drainage systems within the site 
design layout to reduce the risk of surface water 
flooding. 
 
The policy requirements and design principles are 
illustrated further in Figure 10 'York Road 
Opportunity Area Indicative Plan'. 
 

 

C7.9 7.47 The majority of the site falls within an area with a 
low probability of flooding, however the eastern 
boundary is at medium probability of flooding. 
The council's investigations of flood risk, which 
include a sequential test, indicate that the site 
can be developed safely.(14) Development 
proposals will need to be accompanied by a 
Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) demonstrating that 
the layout and design has sought to steer 
development towards areas at lowest risk of 
flooding. In particular residential development 
should be avoided in areas at high probability of 
flooding and should be steered towards areas 
within the site at low risk of flooding. It The FRA 
should also include consideration of flooding from 
surface water and groundwater, and the 
incorporation of appropriate design responses 
including finished floor levels, community routes 
of site access and egress, and the need to set 
back development from the York Stream. The 
and the use of sustainable drainage measures 
solutions is particularly important in relation to 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RBWM.  For clarity. 
 
 
Environment Agency (477).  For clarification in 
response to that flood risk mitigation is required.  
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both fluvial and surface water flooding. 
 

C7.10 7.49 Redevelopment of the York Road Opportunity 
Area is also required to create a new town centre 
public square capable of hosting events. 
Redevelopment proposals for land north of York 
Road will therefore be required to provide a new 
public space as part of any scheme, which could 
be located adjacent to the Town Hall as like that 
depicted in Figure 10 'York Road Opportunity 
Area Indicative Plan'. This, together with other 
spaces provided, could form part of a network of 
public space within the opportunity area, linking 
both natural and formal areas. Development 
should be flexible in order to maximise the value 
of open space within phased development 
proposals. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Silverstone Group (444).  For clarity in response 
to the point raised by the Silverstone Group. 
 

C7.3(EIP) Figure 10 Correct dashed-line boundary annotation of 
Figure 10 to solid line. 
 

RBWM - Factual correction. 

C7.11 Policy OA4 
 

Policy OA 4 Railway Station Opportunity Area 
 
The Railway Station Opportunity Area is allocated 
for office led mixed use development. Proposals 
for this area should comprise in the order of: 
 
1. 15,750 m2 of office floorspace (gross); 
2. 50 residential dwellings (gross); 
3. Train/bus/taxi interchange with drop-off and 
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cycle parking facilities; 
4. Enhanced railway station and concourse; 
5. Small scale station-related retail, cafés and 
kiosk uses. 
 
The Railway Station is scheduled for significant 
investment as part of the Crossrail programme. 
Development within the Opportunity Area will 
need to be prepared in consultation with the 
relevant rail authorities and be designed taking 
into consideration future plans for the railway 
station. 
 
Development and design principles of particular 
relevance to the redevelopment of this 
Opportunity Area include: 
 
a. Creation of a train/bus/taxi interchange. 
 
b. Enhanced linkages between the interchange 
and core retail area, particularly improving the 
junction of King Street and Grenfell Road. 
 
c. Innovative and distinctive architecture reflective 
of its gateway location and varying levels across 
the site. 
 
d. High quality public realm. 
 
e. Replacement of existing car parking including 
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the multi storey car park and surface car parking, 
and improved access to existing and future 
parking facilities. 
 
f. Enhance the setting of the clock tower. 
 
g. Not increase flood risk and use sustainable 
drainage systems to reduce surface water flood 
risk within the site where possible. 
 
The policy requirements and design principles are 
illustrated further in Figure 11 'Railway Station 
Opportunity Area Indicative Plan'. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Environment Agency (475).  For clarification in 
response to comments that flood risk mitigation is 
required. 
 
 

C7.12 Policy OA5 
 

Policy OA 5 High Street East / York Stream 
Opportunity Area 
 
The High Street East / York Stream Opportunity 
Area is allocated for residential and office led 
mixed use development. Proposals for the area 
should comprise in the order of: 
 

• 100 residential dwellings (gross); 
• 6,500 m2 office floorspace (gross); 
• Food and drink uses at ground level. 

 
Development and design principles of particular 
relevance to the redevelopment of this 
Opportunity Area include: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RBWM.  To achieve consistency between the 
Opportunity Areas policies it is proposed that the 
bullet point notation setting out the development 
composition should be amended to numeric 
values. 
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a. Effective integration with surrounding streets 
particularly the retail core, West Street and High 
Street/St Ives Road. 
 
b. . Embracing its waterside setting, protecting 
and enhancing the integrity and quality, and 
biodiversity of York Stream and improving access 
to the waterside and allowing for pedestrian and 
cycle access alongside. 
 
c. Respect and enhance the setting of St Mary’s 
Church. 
 
d. Variety in the type of dwellings. 
 
e. Creating new public spaces, particularly 
adjacent to York Stream. 
 
f. Steering residential development to areas of 
lower risk of flooding within the site and 
encompassing sustainable drainage measures 
within the design layout. Not increase flood risk 
and seek to reduce this risk by steering 
residential development to areas of lowest flood 
risk within the site and by utilising sustainable 
drainage systems within the site design layout to 
reduce the risk of surface water flooding. 
 
The policy requirements and design principles are 
illustrated further in Figure 12 'High Street East / 

 
 
 
 
 
Environment Agency (477).  In response to 
comments regarding the need to support 
improvements in overall biodiversity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Environment Agency (477).  In response to 
comments regarding the need for clarification on 
the flood mitigation required. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RBWM – To correct a formatting error. 
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York Stream Opportunity Area' 
 

 

C7.13 7.78 Around half of the site falls within an area with a 
low probability of flooding, however the eastern 
side is at medium probability of flooding with 
small pockets at high probability. The council's 
investigations of flood risk, which include a 
sequential test, indicate that with careful design, 
the site can be developed safely.(16) 
Development proposals will need to be 
accompanied by a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) 
demonstrating that the layout and design has 
sought to steer development towards areas at 
lowest risk of flooding. In particular residential 
development should be avoided in areas at high 
probability of flooding and should be steered 
towards areas within the site at low risk of 
flooding. The FRA should also include 
consideration of flooding from surface water and 
groundwater, and the incorporation of appropriate 
design responses including finished floor levels, 
community routes of site access and egress, and 
the need to set back development from the York 
Stream. and The use of sustainable drainage 
solutions is particularly important measures in 
relation to both fluvial and surface water flooding. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Environment Agency (477).  In response to 
comments regarding the need for clarification on 
the flood mitigation required. 
 

C7.14 Figure 12: High 
Street East / York 
Stream Opportunity 

Amend Figure 12 as follows: 
 
Green Connection: Amend arrow to follow the 

 
 
St Mary’s Church (325).  To correct discrepancies 
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Area Indicative Plan 
 

roads both to the north and south of Sygnus 
Court. 
Amend the notation Enhanced Green Space to 
Existing Green Space. 
 
 

between Figures 9 and 12 as to the route of the 
Green Connection, and Figures 2 and 12 as to 
the notation of the St Mary’s Church Garden. 
 

C7.15 Policy OA6 Policy OA 6 Stafferton Way Opportunity Area 
 
The Stafferton Way Opportunity Area is allocated 
for employment development. Proposals for this 
area should comprise in the order of: 
 
Land North of Stafferton Way 
 

• 9,000 m2 of office floorspace (gross). 
• New 500 space multi storey car park. 

 
Land South of Stafferton Way 

• 4,000 m2 of non-office employment 
floorspace (gross).(17) 

 
Development within the Opportunity Area may be 
brought forward through a single or phased 
approach, with sites land either side of Stafferton 
Way potentially coming forward at separate 
times. 
 
Development and design principles of particular 
relevance to the redevelopment of this 
Opportunity Area include: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RBWM.  To achieve consistency between the 
Opportunity Areas policies it is proposed that the 
bullet point notation setting out the development 
composition should be amended to numeric 
values. 
 
 
 
 
Rapleys LLP on behalf of Pendragon PLC (273) 
The original policy wording stated that sites on 
either side of Stafferton Way could be brought 
forward at separate times. This implied, 
erroneously, that individual sites on the same 
side of Stafferton Way had to be brought forward 
at the same time as each other. The objection 
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a. Enhanced linkages with the town centre 
through improved pedestrian access along 
Braywick Road, Stafferton Way and York Stream. 
 
b. Improved parking provision in the form of a 
new multi storey car park adjacent to the existing 
car park, and with strong links to the railway 
station and town centre core. 
 
c. High quality architecture reflective of its 
gateway location, with attractive building 
frontages to Stafferton Way and Braywick Road. 
 
d. Retention of the retail park in its current format. 
 
e. Enhance the setting and biodiversity of the 
York Stream. 
 
f. Developments should contribute towards the 
completion of the Stafferton Way link road. 
 
g. Not increase flood risk and seek to reduce this 
risk by steering development to areas of lowest 
flood risk within the site and by utilising 
sustainable drainage systems within the site 
design layout. 
 
The policy requirements and design principles are 
illustrated further in Figure 13 'Stafferton Way 

pointed out that two sites on the south side of 
Stafferton Way were in separate ownerships and 
their joint delivery could not be guaranteed. 
Wording amended to address this point and make 
clear that all sites in the opportunity area may be 
brought forward independently. This was the 
original intention of the policy and the change 
removes ambiguity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Environment Agency (478).  For clarification and 
in response to comments for the need for the OA 
to address the overall improvement of 
biodiversity. 
 
To remove any implication that only development 
in OA6 needs to contribute to the provision of the 
Stafferton Way Link. 
  
Environment Agency (478).  For clarification in 
response to comments that flood risk mitigation is 
required. 
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Opportunity Area Indicative Plan'. 
 

C7.4(EIP) Policy OA6 Amend footnote 17 to “Town and Country 
Planning (Use Classes) Order, Class B1(b), 
B1(c), B2, and B8 and car showroom use.” 
 

Changes agreed at the Examination hearings. 

C7.16 7.88 Land south of Stafferton Way has historically 
been used as light industrial, a car showroom and 
associated workshop facilities. These activities 
ceased in recent years and the sites buildings 
have remained vacant. Since then, this part of the 
Opportunity Area has been the subject of 
development speculation with proposals being 
put forward for offices, retail, warehousing and 
community/conference facilities. In view of the 
site’s edge of centre / out of centre location, 
nearby adjacent uses, and its good access to the 
strategic road network, a more flexible approach 
to the site's future use for employment purposes 
is considered appropriate. Proposals for retail use 
on the site will not be supported. 
 

 
 
 
RBWM.  Factual update as one of the buildings 
has been demolished. 
 

C7.17 7.93 The southern and eastern part of the site falls 
within an area with a medium probability of 
flooding. The council's investigations of flood risk, 
which include a sequential test, indicate that the 
site can be developed safely(19) Development 
proposals will need to be accompanied by a 
Flood Risk Assessment demonstrating that the 
layout and design has sought to steer 
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development towards areas at lowest risk of 
flooding. It should also include consideration of 
flooding from surface water and groundwater, 
and the incorporation of appropriate design 
responses including finished floor levels, 
community routes of site access and egress, and 
the need to set back development from the York 
Stream. The and the use of sustainable drainage 
solutions measures is particularly important in 
relation to both fluvial and surface water flooding. 
 

 
 
 
 
Environment Agency (478).  For clarification in 
response to comments that flood risk mitigation is 
required. 
 

Delivery & Implementation 
 
C8.1 8.9 The council is responsible for maintaining many 

of the roads, pavements and street furniture 
throughout the town centre.  There is on ongoing 
programme of capital investments which includes 
not only repair but also ongoing enhancements.  
The town centre could benefit from a range of 
special funding programmes, primarily from public 
sector funding sources.  The council will continue 
to explore and pursue public funding 
opportunities and, where available, will co-
ordinate and prioritise secured funding in line with 
development phasing and use such funding to 
help deliver the environmental / infrastructure 
improvements and community / social facilities 
identified by the AAP. 
 

Irish Life (207).  In response to concerns that 
environment improvements would be solely 
reliant on development contributions.  The 
inserted text refers to the council’s ongoing 
investment programme which is independent of 
development schemes. 
 

C8.1(EIP) 8.10 Over the next 15 years, Maidenhead town centre  
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is expected to undergo substantial regeneration 
and growth, with around 800 new homes to be 
delivered alongside substantial new retail (in the 
order of 25,000 m2 gross) and office space (in the 
order of 88,000 72,250 m2 gross).  As new 
development comes forward existing 
infrastructure will need to be improved and new 
infrastructure provided to accommodate the 
planned growth and account for increased levels 
of activity. 
 

 
 
 
 
To correct an error. 

C8.2(EIP) 8.20 In order to provide new and improved 
infrastructure to support the planned growth, it will 
be necessary for the council to coordinate 
funding and delivery from individual 
developments.  Infrastructure will be secured via 
planning obligations(20) or by conditions attached 
to a planning permission, including Grampian 
conditions where appropriate.  With regard to the 
AAP, individual planning obligations will fall into 
two categories: 

• Those requirements that are essential to 
the development of individual sites, such 
as the provision of affordable housing, 
open space, access, car and cycle 
parking on site, public realm and 
sustainability targets; and 

• Financial and other contributions to area-
wide facilities and benefits considered 
integral to achieving the town centre’s 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Addition to clarify that Grampian conditions may 
be used where appropriate. 
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overarching Vision and Objectives, such 
as improvements to the transport network, 
strategic public realm, environmental and 
gateway improvements. 

 
C8.3(EIP) 8.21 The council’s Planning Obligations and 

Developer Contributions SPD provides detailed 
policy on securing appropriate contributions 
towards certain infrastructure, services and 
facilities.  The charges set out in the SPD are a 
simple mechanism that provide developers with 
the certainty they require regarding development 
costs.  They also allow the council, as the 
organisation responsible for coordinating 
infrastructure delivery, to pool contributions and 
use them to provide the necessary strategic and 
local infrastructure at an appropriate stage in the 
development process.  Whilst the SPD was 
adopted in December 2005, the associated 
formulae and projects are reviewed annually to 
ensure their accuracy.  The SPD makes 
reference to the forthcoming Community 
Infrastructure Levy (CIL), and will be subject to a 
more thorough review when the council adopts its 
own CIL.  This is currently anticipated to be in 
2014.  From that point the relevant CIL 
regulations will apply to developer contributions 
within the town centre. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional reference to make clear that CIL will be 
introduced in the borough and that town centre 
sites will then become subject to its regulations. 

C8.4(EIP) 8.37 The rate and phasing of future development in  
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the town centre will also have an impact on the 
phasing of infrastructure.  Through monitoring 
development and regular updating of the 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan, the delivery of 
infrastructure can be adjusted if required.  This 
would apply particularly to transport 
improvements, for example the need to upgrade 
the Frascati Way – Broadway junction to enable 
implementation of the Broadway Opportunity 
Area.  With regard to other service infrastructure, 
the council will seek to engage with utility 
providers and share information to help ensure 
that necessary infrastructure improvements are 
delivered at the right time. 
 

 
 
Addition to reinforce the fact that the 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be regularly 
updated. 

Appendices 
 
AA.1 Appendix A: 

Glossary 
Add: 
Retail: A business falling within use Class A1 of 
the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) 
Order 1987 (as amended). 
Shop: Premises used for retail purposes. 
 

 
RBWM.  To define terminology used in text. 
RBWM.  To define terminology used in text. 
 

AB.1 Appendix B: 
Schedule of Policies 
to be Superseded. 

Policy Relationships & Schedule of Policies To 
Be Superseded 
 
The main planning document that is used to 
guide development within Maidenhead town 
centre is the Royal Borough of Windsor and 
Maidenhead Local Plan (Incorporating Alterations 

Environment Agency (475).  A change of the 
appendix title is proposed In response to 
comments for the need to provide greater 
clarification of the policies that will be superseded 
which are set out in a separate appendix. 
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Adopted June 2003). Over time the various parts 
of the LDF will replace the policies in the Local 
Plan. Upon adoption of the AAP, several policies 
within the Local Plan will be superseded. Only 
‘town centre’ related designations are affected by 
this, e.g. Local Plan Policies MTC7, MTC8 and 
MTC9 are proposed to be deleted. Refer to 
Appendix C for more details.  
 
The relationship between the AAP and the Local 
Plan is outlined below, followed by a list of Local 
Plan policies that will be superseded when the 
AAP is adopted. For clarification, only ‘town 
centre’ related designations are to be superseded 
and policy considerations covering flooding, 
parking, housing, employment and heritage 
matters, for example, are not affected. 
 
 

 
 
 
Environment Agency (475).  In response to 
comments for the need to provide greater 
clarification of the policies that will be superseded 
which are set out in a separate appendix. 
 
 
 
 
 
Environment Agency (475).  In response to 
comments for the need to provide greater 
clarification of the policies that will be superseded 
which are set out in a separate appendix.  

AC.1 Appendix C 
Schedule of 
Changes to the 
Proposals Map 

2nd paragraph 
Designations to be Removed 
The Local Plan allocates thirteen twelve "major 
development sites" in Maidenhead town centre 
under Policy MTC7. Since publication of the Local 
Plan a number of these sites have been 
successfully developed and the need for their 
designation has passed. Those that have not yet 
been developed are contained within AAP 
Opportunity Areas and so the designation need 
not be carried forward. One of the thirteen twelve 

 
 
RBWM.  To correct an error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RBWM.  To correct an error. 
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sites falls outside the AAP boundary. This means 
that it cannot be superseded by the AAP itself. 
However, as it is one of the sites that have been 
developed it no longer serves a purpose, and the 
opportunity is being taken to remove it from the 
proposals map when other changes are made. 
This will allow Local Plan Policy MTC7 to be 
superseded in its entirety. 
 

 

AF.1 Appendix F 
Monitoring 
Framework 

Table 1, Column 3: 
-Private Sector 
-Planning Service 
-Other Council Services and Partner 
Organisations 
-Infrastructure Providers 

Thames Water (323).  In response to an objection 
that Thames Water should be a key consultee. 
This change makes clear that infrastructure 
providers should be involved in the monitoring 
process but does so on a fair basis – it does not 
single out the objector for better treatment than 
any other infrastructure provider. 
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Appendix B – Changes that the Inspector considers 
are needed to make the plan sound 

 

Inspector 
Change No. 

Policy/Paragraph/Page Change 

IC1 Policy OA 6, paragraphs 
7.90 and 7.96 and 
Appendix E (page 115) and 
Appendix F (page 123)14 

i) Amend policy OA 6 by 
replacing ‘9,000 m2

’ with ‘9,000 
to 15,000 m2’ and deleting ‘500 
space’. 

ii) Amend the second sentence 
of paragraph 7.90 to read: ‘The 
Stafferton Way Opportunity 
Area is not considered an 
appropriate location for tall 
buildings (i.e. higher than about 
20m)’. 

iii) Amend start of fourth 
sentence of paragraph 7.90 to 
read: ‘Buildings of up to about 
20m in height will therefore be 
appropriate……….’  

iv) In second sentence of 
paragraph 7.96 delete ‘of 
approximately 500 spaces’. 

v) Replace reference (relating to 
Primary Land Use Mix) in table 
on page 115 to ‘9,000 m2’ by 
‘up to 15,000 m2’. 

vi) Amend table on page 123 
with regard to policy OA 6. 
Under Target(s) replace 
‘approximately 9,000 m2’ by 
‘9,000 to 15,000m2’ and delete 
‘approximately 500’. 

 

 

IC2 

 

 

Policy MTC 6 and 

                          Contd. 

 

i) Delete the third sentence of 
policy MTC 6 (which starts 

                                       
14 For the avoidance of doubt the reference to 500 spaces under ‘Cost’ in Appendix D (page 
105) can be retained as it is factually correct. 
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paragraphs 3.46 and 3.47 ‘Outside of these ….’). 

ii) Replace the final sentence of 
MTC 6 with ‘Outside Tall 
Buildings Areas proposals for 
the replacement of an existing 
tall building by another tall 
building will be assessed against 
the criteria set out above. New 
tall buildings on sites outside 
the Tall Buildings Areas, which 
do not currently accommodate a 
tall building, will be resisted’. 

iii) Delete the final part of the 
last sentence of paragraph 3.46 
so that the sentence would 
read: ‘The redevelopment of 
these buildings is encouraged’. 

iv) Replace the first sentence of 
paragraph 3.47 with: ‘New tall 
buildings will be the exception 
and will be used sparingly to 
achieve specific purposes and 
for this reason they will be 
resisted outside the Tall 
Buildings Areas unless they are 
an appropriate replacement for 
an existing tall building’. 

v) Amend the start of the 
second sentence of paragraph 
3.47 to read: “Outside these 
Areas (with the exception of 
existing tall buildings) building 
height should reflect ………….” 

 


